RALEIGH 1970

RALEIGH BICYCLES VISIT HISTORIC LANDMARKS AND INTERESTING PLACES IN MASSACHUSETTS.

The finest bicycles made in England by Raleigh
RALEIGH CARLTON HAND-BUILT BICYCLES

INTERNATIONAL

Hand-built for Grand Touring with Reynolds 531 double butted tubing, with Nervex Professional lugs. Equipped with the finest alloy equipment of Campagnolo Record Group and Weinmann center pull brakes. Available in 20½", 21½", 22½", 23½", 24½", and 25½" frames in Bronze Green or Coffee.

PROFESSIONAL MKII Limited Edition

The ultimate for the discriminating cyclist who wants the very best Reynolds 531 double butted tubing and special racing lugs. Fully equipped with Campagnolo Record Group including brakes. Available in 20½", 21½", 22½", 23½", 24½", and 25½" frames in a special mink and silver color combination. *See back page for details.

Grist Mills were built by skilled artisans who migrated to Puritan Massachusetts Bay Colony. This is a reproduction at Sudbury of the original Grist Mill standing on this location in the 1700's.
GRAN SPORT


Raleigh Racing and Touring Bicycles....

SUPER COURSE

Specifications include Reynolds 531 tubing, quick release wide-flange hubs and center-pull brakes, alloy rims, Dunlop tires, Huret Luxe 10-speed gear, fitted with 40/52T chainwheel and 14-28T sprocket, and other high quality components. *Gents Model* available in 21½", 23½", and 25½" frame in choice of Blue, Bronze Green, or Coffee. Ladies model available in 21½" frame in Blue, Bronze Green, or Coffee.
Bred from the heat of competition, the cycles in Raleigh's 10-speed collection are designed and hand-built in Raleigh's own Carlton factories, by the world's leading specialists in the racing field. Offered in a variety of specifications and fitted with the most carefully selected components, the Raleigh 10-Speeds are painstakingly crafted to suit every performance requirement, taste, and budget.

**GRAND PRIX**

Features fully lugged racing frame tubing, center-pull brakes, wide flange hubs, Dunlop Sprite gum wall tires, Huret Luxe 10-speed gear fitted with 40/52T chainwheel and 14-28T sprocket, plus choice components. *Gents Model* available in 21½", 23½", and 25½" frames in choice of Blue with Black trim, Bronze Green with Black trim, or Red with Black trim.

**RECORD**

Fully lugged frame, Dunlop Sprite Gum Wall Tires, Huret Allvit 10-speed gear, leather saddle on *Gents Model* and mattress saddle on *Ladies Model* fitted with 40/52T chainwheel ... 14-28T sprocket, and choice components. *Gents Model* available in 19½", 21½", and 23½" frames. *Ladies Model* available in 19½" frame. Color choice of Blue with blue trim, Bronze Green with white trim, Orange with white trim, or Yellow with Black trim.
The mark of a Real Raleigh is the Heron Crest and only bicycles bearing this emblem are made to the exact specifications and with all the special quality features described in this catalog and shown below:

\[\text{Text about quality features and specifications.}\]

\[\text{Images of Raleigh bicycles.}\]

---

**INTERNATIONAL CYCLE WARRANTY**

All Raleigh made bicycles bearing this factory affixed emblem are UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED against all defects in material and workmanship anywhere in the world and Raleigh will replace without cost any Raleigh made part which is found defective in manufacture. This guarantee is in addition to any rights deserved under law, and does not cover defects from wear, accident, or misuse and is null if not manufactured by us, nor dealer labor charges or transportation costs.

Made in England ... Serviced Throughout America ... Guaranteed Worldwide

Your authorized Raleigh Dealer

---

**RALEIGH A COMPANY**

Raleigh Sales West
899 West Cowles Street
Long Beach, California 90813

---

**Limited Edition**

"The Prospector" MA1 shown on page 8 will be made in limited quantity and only 600 will be made in 1970. There will be serially numbered and registered in the name of each customer with a certificate issued by the Managing Director of the Carlton Factory in England.